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Powered by anger. 
DRIVEN BY THE PEOPLE. 

THE BEGINNING 
While speaking at a congressional hearing on Dec. 8 2021, congressman Brad Sherman made 
the statement, “Bitcoin could be displaced by Ethereum which could be displaced by Dogecoin 
which could be replaced by HampsterCoin and then there’s CobraCoin. What could 
MongooseCoin do to CobraCoin?” In true fashion the crypto community immediately began 
minting batches of memcoins, giving the middle finger to those governmental forces circling their 
wagons. They are here to take what we’ve created. They want a piece of the pie. 

 Freedom. That’s what cryptocurrency was born from. Created out of our desire to be free from 
the ever present authorities that legislate, often through ignorance, and inevitably limit self 
expression and entrepreneurship. They say to protect us from ourselves right? Mr Sherman 
stated, “The number one threat to crypto is crypto….” And honestly if you’ve been in crypto long 
enough to hit send on a buy, you’ve probably been rugged. O.G’s all the way down to newbies 
have been victim to one form of fraud or another. So much so that it’s baked in the cake. It’s 
accepted as part of the process. And yes, fraud is everywhere. It’s in our nature to try and find an 
edge, pushing boundaries. It’s capitalism-ish 101. But here we are in the midst of being 
encircled by a hungry pack of greedy wolves (I.e. the government and big business) and we’re 
literally eating our own tails.  

And so for all you MongooseCoins, CobraCoins, HampsterCoins, and you can S-my-DCoins 
because we’re sick and tired of all the anonymous  fraudsters trying to ruin our ability to build 
wealth for ourselves and our families. We’re not just pissed, we’re RABID. 

rabidMONGOOSE is born. 
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RABID MONGOOSE

THE CONCEPTION 
We will change the game. rabidMONGOOSE is on a mission to bring much needed transparency 
and community trust into the altcoin space. RabidMONGOOSE is a small group of investors led 
by Mr. Shiver, an entrepreneur and business owner. His team was already in the midst of a game 
changing token and they had invested heavily into this fraudulent coin to use the token as 
giveaways in a combat style game already in development. A bigger picture was planned and Mr. 
Shiver approached the dev to discuss their venture. The dev then disappeared and left the 
community hanging. He told Mr. Shiver the token was done and to take his profits. After 2 days! 
Well it was far from done in Mr. Shivers eyes so he took a stand walking away from hundreds of 
thousands in gains and he pulled the community together. As it tanked he didn’t blink an eye at 
the money disappearing from his wallet and the other holders. A new journey began and a new 
mission was created.  Who were all ironically rugged by? You guessed it a mongoose coin. 

Something snapped and we became rabid. In the midst of it all, Shiver and his team proposed 
using the experience to start and fuel a movement. Everyone (except the fraudsters of course) in 
crypto are hungry for transparency, integrity, and an honest playing field. It makes for a healthier 
and more stable environment to compete in. And so we’re seizing this opportunity to create a 
coin that both brings awareness to and solves the problem of fraud in crypto. Honesty is the 
answer. The team doxxed themselves to the community live on the first ever RabidMONGOOSE 
AMA Dec.14 2021. The rabid wave has started.  

WHAT’S IN A NAME? 

RabidMONGOOSE wasn’t built from hype. We aren’t a copy of an original. We do not aim 
to be a killer. We were programmed by the people. The name we were given means 
nothing. The soul of the company and its investors are what make a us who we are. Delete 
the name and change it to spaghetti and we will stand for the same cause. A meme with 
an attitude, against scam. Thats who we are.  
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RABID MONGOOSE

THE GAME 

CryptoKombat a game already in development was pulled from a larger project that was 
being developed by the dev team. The mission was to use Mr.Shivers large holdings in the 
“scam” token for rewards and giveaways in game play. Mr.Shiver had never planned to sell 
is 6% share in the fraudulent mongoose coin. Once things hit the fan and the dev of that 
token disappeared with the marketing wallet he took action! Making RabidMONGOOSE 
the star of the show.  

CryptoKombat is a arena fighting game starring all of your favorite meme coins! The 
chance to earn the “Honey Pot” is up for grabs! Who will eat the honey? Who will win the 
battle? CryptoKombat is the beginning of our journey into the heart of “scam” victims. 
Mr.Shivers main goal wasn’t to encompass “scams” with his other ventures but an 
outspoken community and the outcry of the people shifted his gears. CryptoKombat is a 
fraction of the dream. We begin here on our limitless adventure!  
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A combat style arena fighting adventure!
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TOKENOMICS 
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RABID MONGOOSE

OUR BUYBACK TAX 
Our buyback tax is the most important aspect of the project. It will be used in many ways 
to stabilize our mission. Through burns and buybacks at crucial points in our 
development and growth creating a stable environment for investors. As our token 
develops and growth patterns are stabilized our tokenomics may change giving birth to 
new ideas and driving us to our end goal. To help bring awareness to scams plaguing the 
crypto space.  
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A meme with an attitude.
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